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DNS services – What are they?




DNS services are gaining popularity in the business environment, and more and more companies want to take advantage of them. But why? It’s a service that offers comprehensive DNS management. By using it, you can easily and quickly manage your DNS records, for example. Moreover, you can easily administer domain names and take advantage of many other useful features that DNS services offer. This can be Dynamic DNS, Anycast DNS, Reverse DNS, Secondary DNS, DNSSEC, and many more. Obviously, not all of them are Free. That is why you may find this service paid or free. Let’s first look at what constitutes and includes Free DNS service in the most general case.




Learn more about the features that DNS services offer.







What is a Free DNS service?




Great, we’ve learned about the general characteristic of DNS services. Let’s now explain in more detail what the Free version is and what it includes. 




In the most general case, it includes a limited set of features. For example, in this plan, you can often find Unicast DNS servers, a limited number of DNS zones, DNS records, and DNS queries per month. In addition, this plan very often offers Dynamic DNS and Web redirects. 




Who is it suitable for? This plan is best for sites with low traffic and a small number of queries. But, if your site has high traffic, your solution is a Premium DNS service. Let’s take a look at it in the next section.




Premium DNS services – Explanation




Premium DNS is an upgraded version of the Free plan. It includes a much more comprehensive range of services to complement the Free service. These can be:




	Anycast DNS
	DNSSEC
	DNS Failover
	Unlimited DNS records, DNS zones, and DNS queries
	Monitoring
	Reverse DNS
	DDoS Protection
	Secondary DNS





Each provider offers a different set of services, but this is one part in Premium plans.




Who is it most suitable for? For businesses that have a lot of traffic and want to improve their speed. If you can’t afford downtime for your company, you should look into it. A DNS service like this could benefit any website more than a personal blog. If the number of visitors keeps increasing, you should consider this service seriously.




Why do you need this service?




And now you might be asking why I need DNS services. In general terms, with this service, you provide more security so that your website will not stop working and lose current and potential customers. You get additional protection, and your website loads more quickly. It greatly enhances how well web pages perform. These qualities encourage users and search engines to have a favorable impact.




Increase System Uptime with DNS Monitoring




Conclusion




DNS services are the future. Maybe every company will have it. With it, your website is more secure, loads fast, and will be available for your customers on the Network. So, it’s good to give it a chance.
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